Abstract. We present here a new method for correcting the topology of objects segmented from medical images. Whereas previous techniques alter a surface obtained from the hard segmentation of the object, our technique works directly in the image domain, propagating the topology for all isosurfaces of the object. From an analysis of topological changes and critical points in implicit surfaces, we introduce a topology progagation algorithm that enforces any desired topology using a fast marching technique. Compared to previous topology correction techniques, the method successfully corrects topology while effecting fewer changes to the original volume.
Introduction
The topological properties of two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) objects are often very simple, regardless of the complexity of the geometric object. The cortex of the human brain is a striking example; despite its intricate folds, it is considered to have the topology of a sphere, without any holes or handle-like junctions. Most organs and sub-structures found in the human body also share this spherical topology.
Ideally, algorithms that extract objects from 2D or 3D images should respect the object topology. A major problem is that topology is a global property of the object, whereas most extraction techniques operate locally on the pixels or voxels of an image. One solution is to start from an object with the desired topology and deform it on the image to follow the shape of the object to extract [10, 7, 3] . However, surface segmentation algorithms that constrain the topology also require an initialization close to the object of interest. Correcting the topology of objects is therefore often necessary, either before or after the surface extraction from an initial segmentation. This initial segmentation is typically the result of a fuzzy or statistical classification algorithm [9, 11] ) that computes a normalized membership value for each class and each pixel that varies continuously between zero and one.
Current algorithms for topology correction, however, operate on a binary volume extracted from the classification of the image data [16, 13, 6, 15] , generally obtained by performing a threshold at the 0.5 level set of the membership function for the class. Two types of techniques can be found in the literature: graph-based analysis and correction [6, 15] , and distance function processing, inspired by level set methods [16, 13] . In places where changes are needed to enforce the spherical topology, these methods must decide whether to cut a handle or fill a hole, and where to proceed, based solely on the geometry of the original surface. In brain segmentation applications, the binary volumes also require pre-procesing to remove isolated parts and close holes [16, 6, 15] .
Graph-based techniques convert the objects into graphs using either the 2D slices or a morphological opening to isolate sub-structures. The graph is then processed to identify cycles and remove them from the volume. The complexity of the analysis increases rapidly with the object size, and problems can occur at unusual configurations. Level set methods compute a distance function to encode the object shape, which changes when the volume is edited. In [13] , candidate regions for addition or removal are identified and ranked through their distance function, so they must be recomputed whenever the object is modified and there is no guaranteed convergence. In all these methods, the intensity information available in the original image or in the membership function is largely ignored. If the object is highly convoluted, it may happen that the smallest change with regard to the geometry of the binary volume corresponds to including points with very low membership, or discarding points with very high membership.
In this work, we propose a new topology correction algorithm that can act directly on the membership function instead of the binary segmentation. The method propagates rigorous topological constraints on scalar 2D and 3D functions, even in the presence of noise. With a single computation of a modified fast marching method, the topology of the entire image is corrected. All isosurfaces extracted from the membership function or volumetric data will have the same topology, and we can even enforce non-spherical topologies, given an appropriate initialization. By working on the continuously-valued classification data rather than the binary segmentation, the amount of change effected by the topology correction is substantially reduced. The proposed method also provides greater flexibility in defining a desired surface. In some applications, isosurfaces at values other than 0.5 can be desirable [17] . Previous methods would require a separate topology correction for every desired isosurface value.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we study the topological properties of scalar fields and present a topology-preserving approximation algorithm for distance functions and membership functions. Section 3 details the topology correction algorithm, and Section 4 demonstrates its application to magnetic resonance brain images.
Topological Properties of Scalar Fields
Consider the general problem of extracting an object with a given topology from an image I in R 3 . The object is represented as a volume V bounded by a surface S, defined as the zero level set of a signed distance function d: S = {x ∈ R 3 |d(x) = 0}. The image itself is a function of the object, and can be a distance function, membership function, or some other function. The image and the distance function are digital, so the values of x are defined on a regular grid of voxels. The topology of the surface is characterized globally by its Euler Number. This measure, however, does not account for the type, location or extent of local topology changes.
In scalar fields, topology changes occur only at critical points [8, 18] . These points are the singular points of the implicit isosurfaces, an extension of the non-simple points of binary images [2, 4, 7] . They have been classified in [18] as regular, flat, minimal, maximal and saddle points, either local or extended. At any non-regular point or region made of extended non-regular points, topology changes may occur when the isovalue used to construct the surface is equal to the value at that point.
If the surface is moved away from its zero level set, it will keep the same topology until it reaches the value of a critical point. The changes are difficult to predict without a fine analysis of the critical point type (e.g. saddle points can have different effects). The only simple way to keep the topology invariant is to remove all critical points.
To identify critical points, consider the distance function d(x) at a point x. We define positive, negative and equal regions to be connected regions of neighboring points y
, respectively). The neighborhood of a point is defined as the set of 6,18 or 26-connected neighbors on the digital grid of x values. The numbers N p , N n and N e of positive, negative and equal regions within a neighborhood determines the type of the point (see [1] for more details). The choice of connectivity will affect the shape of the object, as we will detail later. It is enough for the subsequent analysis to know if a point is regular or critical:
Regions of equal value are a practical problem, as globally regular or critical regions could have the same N p , N n and N e in a small neighborhood (e.g. subsample the grid by a factor 2: all points have equal neighbors and become critical). We can remove that problem by grouping equal points within either positive or negative regions.
Topology-preserving Distance Functions
To compute the distance function d(x) efficiently, we rely on a fast marching method, implemented through a binary tree sorting technique [14] : all points outside of the initial surface S 0 are ranked into a binary tree depending on their distance d(X) to the surface (initially, the distances are all equal to 1, but will increase as the algorithm evolves), then the surface is brought in front of the first of those points. Its neighbors (now in front of the surface) are added to the binary tree with an increased distance value, and the surface is moved again until the tree is empty. This method produces a distance function d(x) accurate up to the grid scale, and the binary tree implementation provides n log n speed in the image size. To obtain a complete distance function, distances are propagated inside as well as outside S 0 , with an inverse sign. With this distance function, arbitrary changes in the isosurface topology will occur when the isovalue is changed: parts will split or merge, holes will appear or disappear, etc (see Fig 1-b) .
Using the previous analysis, we construct a modified distance function that will guarantee that the topology of the isosurface stays unchanged for all isovalues. The central idea is to detect critical points and change their distance while propagating the fast marching algorithm:
Algorithm: topology-preserving distance function 1. starting from volume V k bounded by the surface S k , 2. insert the points x on the outside boundary S k of the volume V k in the tree, ranked by their distance d(x) (at first, d(x) = 1), 3. extract the first point x from the tree, 4. if the point has been previously labeled as critical, its distance function becomes d(x) = max{d(y)}, for y inside the object and neighbors of x, otherwise d(x) 5. compute the number of positive and negative neighbors for x, 6. if x is regular, insert x into the volume and insert its neighbors outside the volume, regular or critical, into the tree with their distance d(y) = d(x) + 1 7. else, label x as critical and set it aside, 8. go back to step 3, until the tree is empty.
This algorithm produces the regular distance function when the topology is invariant. Critical points are kept outside the volume until the neighboring distances make them regular: the algorithm not only isolates critical points but computes the exact amount of change needed to keep the volume regular while including them. This is illustrated in Figure 1 -c: when the isovalue is low, the fingers stay connected from the bottom to the tip, until the distance is high enough in the middle to remove the finger completely. In the original geometric distance function, they split into several pieces before they disappear. a.
b. c.
Fig. 1.
Distance functions: a) the outline of a hand, b) the regular distance function started from the hand contour with three isocontours outlined, c) the topological distance function, with the same outlined isocontours. Note how the topology is different for the three regular isocontours. The topological distance function includes stronger skeleton-like features in the areas changed to maintain the correct topology, and all its isocontours have the same topology.
In the propagation, the object and background connectivity is controlled in step 5, when computing the number of positive and negative neighbors. If N p , N n are computed with 6/26 (resp. 6/18, 18/6, 26/6) connectivity, then the volume and background are 6/26, 6/18, 18/6 or 26/6 connected.
Topology-preserving Membership Functions
We can extend the topology propagation from distance functions to general scalar fields. We replace the distance function d(x) with a scalar field f (x) to be approximated by a function g(x). The same propagation algorithm applies to g: Algorithm: topology propagation on scalar fields 1. start from g(x) = f (x) everywhere, 2. consider the volume V k bounded by S k : {x|g(x) <= g k }, 3. insert the points x on the boundary (and outside) of the volume V k in the tree, ranked by their value g(x), 4. extract the first point x from the tree, 5. if the point has not been labeled as critical, set the value as f (x), 6. else, the field value becomes g(x) = max{g(y)} for y inside V k and neighbor of x, 7. compute the number of positive and negative neighbors for x, 8. if x is regular, insert x into the volume (set g k = g(x)) and insert its neighbors outside the volume or critical into the tree, 9. else, label x as critical and set it aside, 10. go back to step 2, until the tree is empty.
This algorithm produces a scalar field as close as possible to f (x), with the same topology as the starting volume V 0 . As the changes are propagated along successive isovalues of the image, the technique is guaranteed to succeed in enforcing the original topology of V 0 in every isosurface of g(x).
Topology Correction Algorithm
Topology correction aims at enforcing a chosen topology on the objects we want to extract. The correct or desired topology is known a priori, and depends on the application. Unlike previous techniques, our topology propagation technique will not just enforce spherical topology, but propagate through the distance or membership function any prior topology template. For spherical topology, a single point is enough to impose the sphericality constraint. For other topologies, different starting shapes can be used: a closed circle for doughnut or cylinder-like structures, a carved sphere for a hollow object, etc. Once we have chosen the appropriate template, we need to place it inside the object of interest. In the case of non-spherical topology, this step can be difficult as the holes and handles of the template should match those of the image. For spherical topology however, we just need to find a point inside the main object of interest. Starting from this point, we propagate the topology down from the highest membership values to the lowest:
Algorithm: spherical topology correction 1. threshold the membership function at the 0.5 isovalue, and select the largest connected region, 2. in this region, select one of the points of highest membership value, 3. from this original point in the membership function, use the topology propagation algorithm toward lower membership values, with proper connectivity.
The initialization step ensures that we select a point inside the main structure of interest, except when dealing with several structures of similar size (in such case, it is necessary to select a point for each structure). The topology correction could as easily have started from a bounding box outside the image and converged toward the structure. From our experiments, we found that there is often more noise and outliers in the background area than holes in the high membership regions, and propagating the topology from the background would result in slightly more noise. This choice is consistent with the previous binary techniques that would only include the largest connected component. The corrected image with our algorithm is "included" in the original image: all corrected values can only be inferior or equal to the original ones. Methods to combine both directions of change are non-trivial, and would require to re-evaluate the topology at every change.
We have gathered a set of 10 brains processed for the Baltimore Longitudinal Study on Aging [12] to test and validate the topology correction algorithm. These brains were first stripped, then segmented into gray matter, white matter and CSF, and the white matter memberships were further edited to fill the sub-cortical area [5] . The images all have a 1mm cubic resolution. We then perform the topology correction on the edited white matter memberships. The chosen connectivity is 18/6, so that we could compare with previous topology correction techniques evaluated on similar data [15, 6] . In all cases, the topology correction succeeds. Even though the topology of every isovalue is guaranteed to be spherical, we verified it by automated graph-based analysis [15] . The corrected membership functions are very close to the original ones (cf. Table 1 ): the number of changed voxels over the entire image is around 10%, and the mean amount of change for these voxels (counting only changed voxels) is below 0.05 (the membership intensities are in [0, 1]). The changes counted on the 0.5 isosurfaces are similar to those of previous methods, as shown in Table 2 . We obtained results from the GTCA method [6] for the same data, and compared them to our 0.5 isoval- ues. Even though the proposed method enforces the topology on all isovalues, it causes fewer changes on a single isosurface than the graph-based technique. The only places of significant change are the regions close to 0 or 1 ("flat" areas, subject to higher topological noise). The processing times are usually below 1 minute on a Pentium 4 3Ghz PC. GTCA requires approximately 2 minutes on a similar machine. All the brains we have tested so far take about the same time to process, and the amount of change is very similar from one brain to any other.
Conclusions
We have introduced in this paper an algorithm for propagating topology over scalar fields. It offers an efficient way to correct the topology of objects with a complex geometry, using all the available information of their membership function. It improves over previous methods by acting on all isovalues rather than a binary volume, and allowing non-spherical topologies. The technique was successfully tested on the problem of cortical segmentation to enforce a proper spherical topology on the white matter/gray matter interface. The propagation algorithm provides fast and reliable results, always very close to the original data. All isovalues have the correct topology, and the changes made on the membership function take into account the geometry of the entire image. The method can be applied to any kind of scalar image data, is fairly robust to noise, and guarantees exact results, in a single fast marching propagation step. Beyond correcting topology for membership functions, it also has potential applications to topology-preserving level set evolution and volumetric segmentation.
